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The Cyber-speak is an ongoing electronic lexicographic project that is based on 
the study of the late XX – early XXI century European languages vocabulary integral 
dynamics within the emergent computer technology framework.  
A methodology of computer vocabulary innovative elements phenomenological 
features identification is introduced supplying the template for a new study field – 
phenomenological neology and neography.  
The study approach provides for the innovative computer logosphere definition and 
stock inventory in terms of its integrity as a macro-body of phenomenological and 
dynamic specificity. Computer logosphere macrostructure is the bulk of innovative 
vocabulary units as a reference system to cyberreality substancial dimensions.  
Meaningful and formal boundaries, phenomenological and substantial features of 
innovative computer logosphere microstructure constituent – innovative computer 
terminos – are defined.  
An inventory of innovative European computer logosphere microstructure constituents 
– EICT – static and dynamic qualities, featured through successive content levels, is 
shortlisted and used as lexicographic markers for the innovative cyber vocabulary 
semantic structures of different tiers. 
Substant elements of EICTs meaning hierarchy  
 
Sabstant taxon Substant unit 
Substant hyperunit Sbstant hypounit 
|SUBSTANCE TYPE|: - |COMPUTER BEING|  






- |CYBERMORPHISM|  
|SUBSTANCE AFFILIATION|: - |CB OBJECT| 
- |CB SUBJECT| 
- |CB SIMULACRUM| 
 
_ 









The EICT static and dynamic qualities provide for the volume, boundaries and content 
of innovative English computer logosphere micro- and macro-dynamics assessment. 
The guidelines of innovative European computer logosphere both internal and external 
microstructure dynamic mobility are delineated by the structural and content patterns, 
inherent to this linguistic body.  
The logosphere under scrutiny macro- and micro-structures arrangement and dynamics 
are defined by the dissipative nature of its meaningful micro-components 
interconnectivity and substantial semantic elements upward mobility. 
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<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<cyberspeak><entry lxnm:entryID="605" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">information</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense><definition xml:space="preserve">|substance 
type: computer being| </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">|substance quality: 




xml:space="preserve"><definition xml:space="preserve" taxon="SUBSTANCE 
TYPE">|COMPUTER BEING|</definition><definition xml:space="preserve" 
hyperelement="conceptual type">CONCEPTUAL TYPE: [SUBJECT OF COMPUTER 
BEING]</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">LINGUISTIC DENOTATUM: an obejct 
of CB that is part of CB substance</definition><example xml:space="preserve">What's more, half 
to three-quarters of the data produced each day will be born digital — that is, it will never have 




xml:space="preserve">SUBSTANCE TYPE: |COMPUTER BEING| </definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">CONCEPTUAL TYPE: [SUBJECT OF COMPUTER 
BEING]</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a subject of CB, who has been born 
outside of computer being timeframe</definition><example xml:space="preserve">Digital 
immigrants tend to throw their hands up in the air and proclaim the internet a sort of 21st-century 
Wild West, while digital natives blast the hubris of those trying to exert influence over the internet's 
uncontrollable force. (The Guardian, March 31, 2008) </example></sense></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="608" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">😊</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve"> 
</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve"><definition xml:space="preserve" 
taxon="SUBSTANCE TYPE">|COMPUPER BEING|</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve" hyperelement="COMPUTER 
BEING">TECHNOGENESIS</definition><definition xml:space="preserve" 
taxon="SUBSTANCE AFFILIATION">SIMULACRUM OF COMPUTER 
BEING</definition>emoji (discourse marker)</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">contentment</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="609" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Aggiornamento 
software</headword><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="COMPUTER BEING" 
hyperelement="TECHNOGENESIS" hypoelement="CYBERMORPHISM">un processo di 
sostituzione di un componente software di un sistema informatico con un componente di uguale 






xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="COMPUTER 
BEING" hypoelement="|CB SUBJECT|">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">chi ha un blog o chi scrive su blog altrui; 
blogger.</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="612" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Ciberacoso</headword><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="" 
hyperelement="OBJECT OF COMPUTER BEING">COMPUTER BEING</sense><sense 
xml:space="preserve">es el acoso que tiene lugar en dispositivos digitales, como teléfonos 
celulares, computadoras y tabletas.</sense></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="613" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">address 
munging</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING |" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT AFFILIATION| ">|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS|</sense><sense xml:space="preserve">Altering your return email address in 
an effort to thwart companies and individuals who send out unsolicited commercial email 
(spam)</sense></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="615" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Alice and Bob 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING |" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS|" hypoelement="|CB 
SUBJECT|">|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFFILIATION| " 
hypoelement="|CB SUBJECT|">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">A 
person that spends way too much time either surfing the Web or fussing with their home 
page</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="618" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">bells and 
whistles</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFFILIATION| " hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS|">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Features added 
to a program or system to make it more flavorful from a hacker's point of view, without necessarily 
adding to its utility for its primary function</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="619" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Barra degli 
strumenti</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING |" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT|">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">un componente (widget) 
delle più usate interfacce utente. È una barra orizzontale o verticale, o un box, che raccoglie, sotto 
forma di icone, i collegamenti alle funzioni più usate di un software.</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="620" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">BOGUE</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING |" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFFILIATION| " 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFFILIATION| " 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS|">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Programme informatique permettant de 
visualiser les pages web disponibles sur internet</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="622" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">chattare</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFFILIATION| " 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS|">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFFILIATION| " 
hypoelement="|CB SUBJECT|">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">es 
activismo virtual o activismo en línea es un fenómeno propio de la cibercultura y está referido a la 
forma de acción política y participación social, a través de la cual las personas hacen uso de la 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">Ámbito de información que se encuentra implementado dentro de los 
ordenadores y de las redes digitales de todo el mundo</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="625" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cyberspace</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">A view in which a 
computer superimposes images ontho the user's field of vision</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="627" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">all-digital</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">A hole in the security of a 
system deliberately left in place by designers or maintainers. The motivation for such holes is not 
always sinister; some operating systems, for example, come out of the box with privileged accounts 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a vast repository of 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">split of on-line public 
sphere into increasingly insulated groups</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="631" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">nerdistan 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a largely newly built, almost entirely upscale office parks, connected by a 
network of toll roads and superhighways to planned, often gated communities inhabited almost 
entirely by college educated professionals and technicians</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="632" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Googleverse</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: 
TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Google+universe, a digital information 
realm created by Google services</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="633" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Twitterverse</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: 
TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Twitter+universe, a digital information 
realm created by Twitter microblogging social media platform</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="634" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Silicon Valley </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">geographical center of production of digital 
technology (Computer Technology Center in Palo Alto, USA)</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="635" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Silicon Wadi </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">geographical center of production of digital 
technology (Israel)</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="636" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Silicon Gorge 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">geographical center of production of digital technology 
(England)</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="637" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Silicon Glen 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">geographical center of production of digital technology 
(Scotland)</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="638" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Silicon Mallee 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">geographical center of production of digital technology 
(Australia)</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="639" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Silicon Taiga 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB: 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve"> Acción de hacer clic con el ratón de una 
computadora </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="643" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Netscape</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a limited (thematically, or 
by the degree of information availability, etc.) set of online diaries</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="645" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">crowd computing </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
SUBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a form of distributed work where tasks that are hard for computers to do, are 
handled by large numbers of humans distributed across the internet</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="646" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">microblog</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">an electronic "micro" diary with a limited amount of information or 
valid/avaliable text content</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="647" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">nanoblog</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">an electronic "micro" diary with a limited amount of information or 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a virtual locus for saving 
unnecessary data</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="649" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">nerd-bird 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CB SIMULACRUM|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ESCHATOLOGY| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ESCHATOLOGY| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">The End Of The World As We Know 
It</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">the unforseen changes brought to society by the 
rise of digital technology</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="654" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Y2,38K 
problem</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
ESCHATOLOGY| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">companies or 
enterprises, potentially vulnerable to computer systems collapse</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="656" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Digital Age</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: LENGTH| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: 
TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">period of time spanning late XXth - 
early XXIst century</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">time period featuring 
digital/computer technology progress</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="657" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Age of 
Bits</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
LENGTH| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">period of time spanning late XXth - early XXIst 
century</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">time period featuring digital/computer 
technology progress</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="658" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Cyberage</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: LENGTH| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: 
TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">period of time spanning late XXth - 
early XXIst century</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">time period featuring 
digital/computer technology progress</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="659" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Internet 
Time</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
LENGTH| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">period of time spanning late XXth - early XXIst 
century</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">time period featuring digital/computer 
technology progress</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="660" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">meatspace</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">non-information environment, the world outside of World Wide Web, not 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">non-digital environment, 
the world outside of World Wide Web, not accessible through digital 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: 
TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">wiki + encyclopeadia + reality - 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">information 
or gossip, distributed via blogs or social media outlets</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="664" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">word-of-mouse</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">information or gossip, distributed via digital 
media </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="665" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">404</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">adj</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">to be offline for a long while 
</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">to be 'canceled' on digital platforms 
</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">to be irrelevant in modern 
culture</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="666" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">data shadow 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">networked 
airborne motes of silicon that are designed to sense, measure and transmit data like temperature, 
humidity and light intensity</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="668" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">data 
exhaust</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 
trail</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">syn. data shadow</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="669" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">data fast</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">withdrawal from information intake, 
consumed through digital media</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="670" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">information 
superhighway</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the World 
Wide Web</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="671" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">information 
rich</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person, 
having access to information and digital media</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="672" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">information 
poor</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person, 
having insufficient or no access to information and digital media</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="673" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">information warfare</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an opposition, carried out through digital 
media, for political or social gain</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="674" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">information fatigue 
syndrome</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">overload or 
anxiety, caused by constant exposure to digital information channels</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="675" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">informavore</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">information + Lat. 'vorare' = a person, who 
hunts down and consumes information to survive and thrive</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="676" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">ABEND </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CB SIMULACRUM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Just One of Those Things - a network failure 
that can not be explained</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="679" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">automagically</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">adj</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a processes taking place in the bowels of a 
computer network automatically with a certain degree of mystery </definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="680" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">black art</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">computer technology that works, though 
nobody not fully understand how </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="681" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">black 
magic</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|[0-AGENCY]</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">cyber+urban 
myth = a tall tale of digital landscape; </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">an inaccurate 
assumption on technology</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="684" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">gray bar land 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">uncertainty in 
the status of the operating system boot process </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="685" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">line 
666</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">line of code in a 
program that can result in loss of all data </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="686" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">rain dance 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">ceremonial 
sequence of actions when you connect to the Internet </definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="687" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">wave a dead chicken</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">to perform a sequence of actions (rituals) in 
order to bring the computer to view files in normal operation</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="688" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">wizard </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">skilled expert in the field of computer 
technology</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="689" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">voodoo 
programming </headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|[0-AGENCY]</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">use the code that was created by another person, without a deep 
understanding of the principles of such a program</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="690" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">cornea jumbo 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">too bright, 
absurdly decorated page, burdened by a large number of extra hyperlinks 
</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="691" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">mouse potato 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person who 
barely moves away from a computer</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="692" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">digital 
pathogen</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION: computer simulacrum of existence|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB 
SIMULACRUM|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a computer virus, worm, Trojan horse 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">(Inter)Net+Gen(eration) = generation of young adults born and raised in the 
era of digital technologies (late XX - early XXI century)</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="694" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Generation D</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">D(igital) generation = a generation of young 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a program, 
designed to make online shopping more convenient by allowing consumers to store all their credit 
card and shipping information in a single spot</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="697" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">affective 
computing</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a larger area of 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a computer 
virus or harmful software</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="699" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Netspeak</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">specialized jargon, employed by Internet users</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="700" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Internetese</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">specialized jargon, employed by Internet users</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="701" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cyber-guru</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 
technologies professional</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="703" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">digiraty</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital + literaty (a well versed 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 
technologies professional</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="705" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">cyber-
savvy</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 
technologies professional</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="706" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">net-
savvy</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 
technologies professional</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="707" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">computer-
savvy</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 
technologies professional</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="709" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Webrarian</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Web + libraririan</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">digital technologies professional</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="710" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">knewbie</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">know(knew) + 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a user of 
digital technologies, who doesn't create original content</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="712" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Internot</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person, who denies use of WWW 
resources</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="713" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">white hat 
hacker</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person, 
seeking to alert the computer security industry to vulnerabilities</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="714" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">dark-side hacker</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person, using hacking skills to obtain 
illegal or nefarious goals</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="715" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">information food 
chain</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a process of 
modifying information from raw data (bits) to processed data (information proper) and later on to 
assimilated data</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="716" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">leadite</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person, using shorthand (pencil 
penmanship), instead of typing on a keyboard or screen</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="717" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">neo-Luddite</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person, unaware of the wider spectrum of 
WWW utilities </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="719" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">random</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person, utilizing the Internet and suchlike 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an con 
site</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">an online fake</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="722" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">dot con artist</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">WWW = World Wide Web</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="724" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">data spill</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">result page that contains third-party objects or 
links, those third parties could receive all the information on the form</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="725" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">meformer</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">I=>me+(in)former</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">searching personal information in World 
Wide Web</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="727" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">self-
tracker</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person, 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">real, non-digital 
world</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="729" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">magic point of 
sale</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a shop or e-commerce site 
where customers can use new technologies such as augmented reality to browse and test products 
before they buy them</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="730" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">digital 
native</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve"><definition xml:space="preserve">SUBSTANCE TYPE: |COMPUTER 
BEING| </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">CONCEPTUAL TYPE: [SUBJECT OF 
COMPUTER BEING]</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a subject of CB, who has 
been born in the computer being timeframe</definition><example xml:space="preserve">Digital 
immigrants tend to throw their hands up in the air and proclaim the internet a sort of 21st-century 
Wild West, while digital natives blast the hubris of those trying to exert influence over the internet's 
uncontrollable force. (The Guardian, March 31, 2008) </example></sense></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="731" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">bitlegging</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">deep levels of the Internet, where illegal or 
off books activity is possible </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="733" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">digital 
divide</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">economic and 
intellectual divide among members of a society, originated by accessibility or lack thereof of digital 
technology and media</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="734" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">in 
silico</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">existing in 
digital form</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="735" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">neogeography</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: 
SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a practice of combining online maps with data 
— such as blog posts, websites, and annotations — related to specific places on those 
maps</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a range of technical practices and attitudes 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an interconnected 
multitude of online diaries (blogs)</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="738" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">blogiverse 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">blog+universe = an 
interconnected multitude of online diaries (blogs)</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="739" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">smartifact</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">smart+artifact = an object or piece of data 
existing in digital form </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="740" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">dotbomb</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a malevolent or harmful computer 
program</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="741" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Easter egg 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a reference or 
hidden message in a piece of code (usually used in game development)</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="742" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">e-textile</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a fabric that enables digital components such 




xml:space="preserve">adj</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">traditional + digital = a familiar object that 
incorporates digital technilogy </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="744" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">script 
kiddie</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a young IT 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an IT 
specialist </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">IT aid</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="746" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">inline tweet</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a plugin for tweet (microblog entry) sharing</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="747" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">splInternet</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 





xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">the convergence of wireless, broadband, and Internet technologies that will 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">fritter+software = software with excess 
capability that serves no productive end</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="751" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">heroinware</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">heroin+software = addictive programs 
(usually, online network games)</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="752" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">careware</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">cyber+literaty</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">digital technologies professional</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">syn. digiraty</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="757" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">thumb 
culture</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a stage 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a program designed to post and repost on 
social media</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="760" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">digital nomad 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person 
whose life is only stuctured by wireless technology</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="761" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">dot-snot</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">cyber + libraririan</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">digital technologies professional</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="763" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">screeanger</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">screen + (teen)ager</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">information 
or gossip, distributed via blogs or social media outlets</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="765" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">virtual love</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">emotional attachment or realtionship, 
realized through digital technology</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="767" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">surface 
Web</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a repository of 
information in databases that general-purpose search engines can reach</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="768" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">invisible Web</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a vast repository of information hidden in databases that general-purpose 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| |CB SUBJECT| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Problem Exists Between Chair and Keyboard 
- a network failure that can not be explained</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="770" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">infostructure 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">information 
infrastructure</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="771" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">information 
superiority </headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">superiority, 
gained by access to information technology or data</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="772" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">cybergeneration 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a generation of 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
LENGTH| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">period of time spanning late XXth - early XXIst 
century</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">time period featuring digital/computer 
technology progress</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="774" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">cyberelite 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 
technologies professionals</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="775" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cyberaddict</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a largely newly built, almost entirely 
upscale office and high-tech retail park</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="777" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">dot 
com</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an enterprise 
operating via a web site (. = dot)</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="778" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">e-
business</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an enterprise 
operating via a web site </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="779" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">clicks-and-
bricks</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an enterprise 
operating physically and via a web site </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="780" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">e-voting 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">voting or 
participation in elections via a digital interface or web-site</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="781" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">electronic retailing</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a program, 
designed to make online shopping more convenient by allowing consumers to transfer their credit 
card and shipping information </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="783" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">v-
commerce</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">v(ideo)-




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">i(nformation)-




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person in 
charge of a blogosphere segment</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="789" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Webzine</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Web+(maga)zine </definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">private or non-profit online magazine</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="790" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cyberzine</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">cyber+(maga)zine </definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">private or non-profit online magazine</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="791" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">zinester</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person in charge of a private or non-profit 
online magazine</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="792" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">page-
jack</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">E(lectronic)-
(E)stonia</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">electronic media facilitated environment 
of Estonia</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="795" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">e-
government</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 
interface of state and government services</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="796" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cyberstate</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="COMPUTER 
BEING" hypoelement="|CB SUBJECT|">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a person, who keeps and updates an online 
diary</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="798" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">dot-com bubble 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
LENGTH| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">years 1997 to 2000 were characterized by increased profitability of Web-
based businesses</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="799" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">blog-system 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an interface for online 
diaries (blogs)</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="800" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Webjacking 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">(web)page+(high)jacking = stealing or withholding data from a web-
page</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="801" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">dot-com rage 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">outrage 
against digital commerse </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="802" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">I-
Bahn</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">I(information)+Bahn (Germ.) = information 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">I(information) 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">onthological 
state of being disconnected from the Internet</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="807" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">off-
line</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">onthological 
state of being disconnected from the Internet</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="808" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">technopolis</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a largely newly built, almost entirely 
upscale office parks, connected by a network of toll roads and superhighways to planned, often 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a largely newly built, almost entirely 
upscale office parks, connected by a network of toll roads and superhighways to planned, often 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a largely newly built, almost entirely 
upscale office and high-tech retail park</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="811" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">supergeek</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">computer 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">computer 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">computer 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">narrative bit 
</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">piece of personal information that can be tracked 
on the Internet</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="820" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">mung 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">mash until no 
good </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">to change the computer program to the extent 
that it stops working</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="821" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">cyber 
revolution</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">implementation of modern digital technologies, which leads to the so-called 
"revolutions" in the respective industries </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="822" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">cable 
revolution</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">implementation of modern digital technologies, which leads to the so-called 
"revolutions" in the respective industries </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="823" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">wireless 
revolution</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">implementation of modern digital technologies, which leads to the so-called 
"revolutions" in the respective industries </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="824" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">network 
revolution</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">implementation of modern digital technologies, which leads to the so-called 
"revolutions" in the respective industries </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="825" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">clicks-and-
mortar</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an enterprise 
operating physically and via a web site </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="826" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Nano-
Age</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
LENGTH| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">period of time spanning late XXth - early XXIst 
century</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">time period featuring digital/computer 
technology progress</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="827" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cyberjargon</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">specialized jargon, employed by Internet users</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="828" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cyberspeak</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">specialized jargon, employed by Internet users</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="829" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">techspeak</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">specialized jargon, employed by Internet users</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="833" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cyberspeech</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">specialized jargon, employed by Internet users</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="834" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Netois</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet + patois (Fr.)</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">specialized jargon, employed by Internet users</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="835" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">guruspeak</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 





xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a blend of non-digital and 
digital worlds</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="839" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">cyber-
reality</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Information environment, 
World Wide Web, accessible through digital technologies</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="840" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">physical space </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">non-digital environment, the world outside of World Wide Web, not 
accessible through digital technologies</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">ant. virtual 
reality, cyberspace</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="841" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">get-rich-click 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an enterprise 
operating via a web site </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">an enterprise, promising 
quick profit online</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="842" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">digital sit-in 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a strike 
against digital commerse </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="843" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cybotage</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">cyber+sabotage</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">sabotage of an online venture or activity</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="844" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Internet crime</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 





xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">blended + 
learning</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">education that combines digital and 
traditional technologies and formats</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="848" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">u-
learning</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">ubiquitous + 
learning</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">education, accessible anywhere, anytime, 
by anyone through digital devices</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="849" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">m-
learning</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">mobile + 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Web + 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">spy+software 
= software designed to follow and mine data covertly</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="852" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Big Data</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a vast repository of information </definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="853" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">techgnosis</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">spiritual feeling as a high-tech 
update of gnosis</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="854" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">techgnostic</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a link to a repository of 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">fracturing on data, 
accessible online</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="857" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cybersquatting</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">geographical center of production of digital technology 
</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="867" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Silicon Corridor 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">geographical center of production of digital 
technology </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="871" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Internet 
2</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a vast repository of 
information hidden in databases that general-purpose search engines don't 
reach</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">syn. deep Web</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="872" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Web 2.0</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
SUBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">participative and Social Web </definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">websites that emphasize user-generated content, ease of use, participatory 
culture and interoperability</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="873" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Web 
3.0</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Semantic Web 
</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">The collection, structuring and recovery of linked 
data that are enabled by technologies that provide a formal description of concepts, terms, and 
relationships within a given knowledge domain</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="875" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Web 
4.0</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Mobile Web 
</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">connection of all devices in the real and virtual 
world in real-time</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="876" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Web 
5.0</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Emotional 
Web</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">Symbiotic Web</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">open, linked and intelligent Web; (emotional) interaction between humans 
and computers</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="877" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Web 
1.0</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB SUBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">static Web 
</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">read-only Web</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="878" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">social bookmarking </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an online service which allows users to add, 
annotate, edit, and share bookmarks of web documents</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="879" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">flipped classroom</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an instructional strategy in which computer-
assisted teaching is integrated with classroom instruction</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="880" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">education 2.0</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">education that combines digital and 
traditional technologies and formats</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="881" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Government 
2.0</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 
interface of state and government services</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="882" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">social shopping 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a method of 
e-commerce where shoppers' friends become involved in the shopping experience. Social shopping 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an enterprise 
operating via a web site </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="884" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">social commerce 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a subset of 
electronic commerce that involves social media, online media that supports social interaction, and 
user contributions to assist online buying and selling of products and 
services</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="885" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">enterprise social 
software </headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">social software 
as used in enterprise (business/commercial) contexts</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="886" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">enterprise 2.0</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">social software as used in enterprise 
(business/commercial) contexts</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="887" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">cloud computing 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the on-demand 
availability of computer system resources, especially data storage and computing power, without 
direct active management by the user</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="888" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">new 
media</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">social software 
as used in enterprise (business/commercial) contexts</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="891" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">health 2.0</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the subset of healthcare technologies 
mirroring the wider Web 2.0 movement, including social media, user-generated content, and cloud-
based and mobile technologies</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="892" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">science 
2.0</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the subset of 
academic activities mirroring the wider Web 2.0 movement, including social media, user-generated 
content, and cloud-based and mobile technologies</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="893" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Twitter revolution 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">different 
revolutions and protests, that featured the use of the social networking site Twitter by protestors and 
demonstrators in order to communicate</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="894" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">data mining 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a process of discovering 
patterns in large data sets involving methods at the intersection of machine learning, statistics, and 
database systems</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="895" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">machine learning 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">computer 
algorithms that improve automatically through experience</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="896" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">semantic broker </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">is a computer service that automatically 
provides semantic mapper services</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="897" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">intelligent agent 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an autonomous 
entity which acts, directing its activity towards achieving goals (i.e. it is an agent), upon an 
environment using observation through sensors and consequent actuators (i.e. it is 
intelligent)</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="898" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">semantic wiki 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a wiki that has 
an underlying model of the knowledge described in its pages</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="899" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">wiki </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a hypertext publication collaboratively edited 
and managed by its own audience directly using a web browser</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="900" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">semantic computing</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a field of computing that combines elements 
of semantic analysis, natural language processing, data mining, knowledge graphs, and related 
fields</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="901" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">semantic publishing 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">publishing 
information on the web as documents accompanied by semantic markup</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="902" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">folksonomy </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">folk+taxonomy</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a classification system in which end users apply public tags to online items, 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">syn. 
folksonomy</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a classification system in which end 
users apply public tags to online items, typically to make those items easier for themselves or others 
to find later</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="904" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">social 
tagging</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">syn. 
folksonomy</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a classification system in which end 
users apply public tags to online items, typically to make those items easier for themselves or others 
to find later</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="905" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">collaborative 
tagging</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">syn. 
folksonomy</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a classification system in which end 
users apply public tags to online items, typically to make those items easier for themselves or others 
to find later</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="906" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">social 
classification</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">syn. 
folksonomy</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a classification system in which end 
users apply public tags to online items, typically to make those items easier for themselves or others 
to find later</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="907" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Geotagging</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the process of adding geographical 
identification metadata to various media </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="908" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">knowledge 
extraction </headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the creation of knowledge 
from structured (relational databases, XML) and unstructured (text, documents, images) sources to 
be machine readable</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="909" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">library 2.0 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a library that 
combines digital and traditional technologies and formats</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="910" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Digital Humanities </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an area of scholarly activity at the intersection 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a WHATWG HTML 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">HTML 
markup</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a microformat for publishing the contact 
details (which might be no more than the name) of people, companies, organizations, and places, in 
(X)HTML, Atom, RSS, or arbitrary XML</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="913" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">hProduct 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">HTML 
markup</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a microformat for publishing details of 
products, on web pages, using (X)HTML classes </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="914" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">hResume</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">HTML markup</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a microformat for publishing résumé or Curriculum Vitae (CV) information 
using (X)HTML on web pages</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="915" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">hReview 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">HTML 
markup</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a microformat for publishing reviews of 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a collection of websites, blogs, and online forums promoting some forms of 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="COMPUTER 
BEING" hypoelement="|CB SUBJECT|">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="COMPUTER BEING" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT 
AFFILIATION: COMPUTER BEING|">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">activism that uses the Internet, but may be about any topic, including both 
computer-related topics and non-computer-related topics (such as voting rights, environmental 
activism, etc.) </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">activism that relates to the Internet, 
but may use other methods, including street protests, person-to-person meetings, lobbying, 
etc</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="919" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">digital rights 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">human rights 
and legal rights that allow individuals to access, use, create, and publish digital media or to access 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">World Wide Web content 
that exists on darknets, overlay networks that use the Internet but require specific software, 
configurations, or authorization to access</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="921" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">darknet</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">an overlay network within the Internet that can only be accessed with 
specific software, configurations, or authorization, and often uses a unique customised 
communication protocol</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="922" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">overlay 
network</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve"> a computer network that 
is layered on top of another network</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="923" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">onion 
routing</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a technique for 
anonymous communication over a computer network</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="924" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">onion network</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a computer network that has messages encapsulated in layers of encryption, 
analogous to layers of an onion</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="925" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">#</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">hashtag</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a type of metadata 
tag used on social networks </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="926" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">hashtag 
rap</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a style of 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a hand 
gesture in which both hands form a peace sign, and then the fingers are crossed to form the symbol 
of a hashtag</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="928" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">hashflag</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">hashtag+emoticon</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">when a 
user tweets a hashtag consisting of the three letter country code, Twitter automatically embeds a flag 
emoticon for that country</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="929" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">cashtag 
($)</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">$+hashtag</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">company ticker 
symbol preceded by a clickable dollar sign on Twitter </definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="930" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">selfie</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a self-portrait digital photograph, typically 
taken with a digital camera or smartphone</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="931" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">ballot selfie 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a type of 
selfie that is intended to depict the photographer's completed ballot in an 
election</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="932" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">homework gap 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">syn. digital 
divide</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">the difficulty students experience completing 
homework when they lack internet access at home, compared to those who have 
access</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="933" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Intellectual Dark 
Web </headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB SUBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a term used by an 
informal group to refer to themselves and other allied commentators who oppose what they believe 
to be the dominance of identity politics, political correctness, partisan politics, and the establishment 
in higher education and the news media</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="934" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Big 
Tech</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the largest and 
most dominant companies in the information technology industry</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="935" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">brogrammer</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">bro+programmer</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a stereotypically masculine programmer</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="936" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">pocket-dial</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">to press dial accidentally on a smartphone 
that is in one's backpocket</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="937" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">butt-
dial</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">to press dial 
accidentally on a smartphone that is in one's backpocket</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="938" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">MacGyver</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">repair something in an improvised and 
inventive way and use whatever objects you have at hand</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="939" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">snackable</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">adj</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">online content that can be read or engaged 
easily and conveniently</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="940" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">e-waste 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">worthless or 
inferior electronic text or content</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">computers, mobile 
phones, electrical wires etc. that have been thrown away</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="941" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">hyflex </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">adj</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">hybrid+flexible</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a way of learning in which lessons are given face to face in classrooms and 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">abbreviation for Science, Technology, 
Engineering, the Arts, and Mathematics (as core curriculum)</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="943" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Zoomwear</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a style of dressing that involves wearing 
clothes suitable for the office above the waist (for Zoom or other distant conferencing) and casual 
clothing below the waist</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="944" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">virtual 
being</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a computer 
program that takes the physical form of a human being and uses artificial intelligence to behave in a 
way that mimics a real person</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="945" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Gigabit 
City</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a city that uses fibre optic technology to provide everyone who lives or 
works there with extremely fast broadband</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="946" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">digital 
nutrition</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the process of 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">information+pandemic</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a 
very large amount of information that is published about a particular problem, some of which is 
untrue, therefore making it more difficult to find a solution</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="948" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">phygital</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">adj</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">physical + digital</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the leader of 
a political party who is more popular than the party they lead and who uses social media to engage 
with their supporters</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="950" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Zoombombing 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the act of 
joining a meeting on the Zoom videoconferencing platform without having been invited, with the 
aim of disrupting it, often by posting inappropriate content</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="951" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">zumping </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Zoom + dumping</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the treatment 
of mental illness by discussing someone’s problems with them using videoconferencing rather than 
in person</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="953" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">collab 
house</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a type of cyber attack that exploits an existing 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a type of very small robot that can move 
independently, created from living cells</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="957" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">bracelet of 
silence</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a device worn 
around the wrist that prevents smart devices from listening to the conversations of the person 
wearing it</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="958" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">smishing</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">SMS + phishing</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">an attempt to trick someone into giving personal information by text 
message that would allow someone else to take money from them, for example by taking money out 
of their bank account</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="959" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">orthosomnia 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the inability 
to sleep well, caused by thinking too much about getting enough sleep and by using apps and other 
technology to measure how much sleep you get</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="960" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">triple-
screen</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">to read or 
watch three screens at the same time</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="961" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">juice 
jack</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">juice (power 
charge) + (high)jack </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">an illegal attempt to harm 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a process that 
will allow digital files to be accessed at any time in the future so that important data and documents 
will always be available</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="963" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">smart 
city</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a city where information and communications technology is used to make 
life better for its residents</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="964" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">frozen robot 
syndrome</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the situation 
that occurs when a driverless car senses an obstacle in the road and stops 
suddenly</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="965" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">quantum supremacy 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the situation 
where a quantum computer (= a computer that works by using the principles of quantum mechanics) 
is able to solve a problem that a conventional computer cannot</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="966" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">techno-optimism</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the belief that technology changes the world 
for the better</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="967" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">snooptech</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital tools and equipment that allow 
companies to monitor their staff’s activities, such as reading the content of their 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a string of random characters struck on a 
computer keyboard to signal anger, frustration, etc.</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="969" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">randonaut</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">someone who visits a random location 
generated by a computer bot in the hope of having an unusual, supernatural or otherwise interesting 
experience there</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="970" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">microworker</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">someone whose job is to carry out a number 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
SUBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">WhatsApp + exit</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">the act of 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">someone who says offensive or 
controversial things on social media in order to shock people</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="973" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">offence archaeology</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an act of searching through someone’s old 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">someone who 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">someone who 
presents information in a way that is beautiful to look at and tells a story</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="976" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">chat fiction</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a type of story that is divided into short 
sections and delivered to the reader by text message</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="977" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cleanstagrammer</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">someone who posts advice and tips about 
housework and cleaning on the Instagram social media site</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="978" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">sponcon</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">spon(sored) + con(tent) 
</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">posts on social media sites such as Instagram 
where the poster is being paid by a company to promote its product</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="979" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">outfluencer </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">outdoors + 
influencer</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">an influencer (someone who uses their 
social media posts to change the way that other people behave or the things they buy) who posts 
about outdoor adventure, extreme sport, etc.</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="980" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">algocracy</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a social system where people are governed 
and important decisions are made by computer algorithms</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="981" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cyberdefender</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person who takes actions to protect a 
workplace from cybercrime</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="982" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cybercrime</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the generation 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the use of text messages to try to persuade 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">books that are read on an electronic device such as a tablet and which use 
information about the current date and time, the reader’s location, weather conditions etc. to 
personalise the experience for the reader</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="986" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">voiceprint</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the unique characteristics of a person’s 
voice, used as a form of identification</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="987" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cyberhoarding</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a psychological condition where someone 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a process in which a computer examines all 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a special language used on the Internet, especially on social media sites, to 
refer to and describe dogs and their behaviour</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="990" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Zozosuit</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">adj</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a close-fitting garment covered in sensors that 
takes precise measurements of the wearer’s body and can then be used to buy items of clothing 
custom-made to the correct size </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="991" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">recommerse</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the business of buying and selling used items, 
such as electronics and clothes, on the Internet </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="992" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">brain 
belt</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">an area of a country that attracts many intelligent people to work in modern 
industries and areas of new technology</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="993" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">phast</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">phone + fast </definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an 
economic system where the amount of information available on the internet means that companies 
must compete to attract the attention of potential consumers</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="995" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">surveillance capitalism </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an economic system where a company, 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">vague + 
(Face)booking</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">the activity of wording posts on 
social media sites in a deliberately vague but worrying way in order to prompt the people who read 
them to express concern about the poster</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="997" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">kidfluencer 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">kid + 
influencer</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a child who encourages people to buy a 
product by recommending it on social media</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="998" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">jackpotting</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORFISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the crime of hacking into a cash machine in 
order to obtain money</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="999" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">cryptojacking</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">crypto(currency) + (high)jacking = the illegal 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital currency produced by a public network 
rather than by a government</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1001" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Bitcoin</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">decentralized digital currency without a 
central bank or single administrator that can be sent from user to user on the peer-to-peer bitcoin 
network without the need for intermediaries</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1002" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">blockchain</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a record-keeping service done through the use 
of computer processing power</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1004" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">spam</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">regular, non-
electronic mail</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1006" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">smart 
contract</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a computer 
program or a transaction protocol which is intended to automatically execute, control or document 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a commercial website on 
the web that operates via darknets</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1008" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">crypto-anarchism 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a form of 
anarchy accomplished through computer technology</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1009" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">smart technology</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">electronic technology, generally 
interconnected via different wireless protocols</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1010" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">smart 
home</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a house that contains a communication network that connects different 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an electronic 
device, generally connected to other devices or networks via different wireless 
protocols</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1012" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">ubiquitous 
computing </headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a concept in 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">every(where) + 
(soft)ware</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a concept in software engineering and 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">electronic 
environments that are sensitive and responsive to the presence of people</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1015" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">haptic technology</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">technology that can create an experience of 
touch by applying forces, vibrations, or motions to the user</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1016" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">calm technology</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a type of information technology where the 
interaction between the technology and its user is designed to occur in the user's periphery rather 
than constantly at the center of attention</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1017" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">sentient computing 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a form of 
ubiquitous computing which uses sensors to perceive its environment and react 
accordingly</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1018" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">human-centered 
computing </headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">design, 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a computation 
meant to fill the gap between tasks (what the user wants to be done) and services (functionalities that 
are available to the user) </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1020" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">pervasive computing 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a concept in 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the use 
of very-large-scale integration (VLSI) systems containing electronic analog circuits to mimic neuro-
biological architectures present in the nervous system </definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1022" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">trans-reality game</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a type of video game or a mode of gameplay that combines playing a game 
in a virtual environment with game-related, physical experiences in the real world and vice 
versa</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1023" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">mixed reality 
game</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a game which takes place 
in both reality and virtual reality simultaneously</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1024" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">u-
commerse</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">ubiquitous commerse</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">wireless, continuous communication and exchange of data and information 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">software useful 
for integrating robotic technologies with technologies from the fields of ubiquitous and pervasive 
computing, sensor networks, and ambient intelligence</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1026" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">iHunch</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">spinal problem of an excessively kyphotic 
(hunched) thoracic spine driving neck pain and cervicogenic headache. Common in a younger 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">spinal problem of an excessively kyphotic 
(hunched) thoracic spine driving neck pain and cervicogenic headache. Common in a younger 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">technology that encourages or monetizes 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">rule by algorithms, where political decisions 
are being made by algorithms, and thus making representative democracy obsolete. 
</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">the influence of algorithms on the political opinion 
of the general public. For example by showing different internet search results and social media 
content to different people, creating filter bubbles </definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1030" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">bashtag</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">bash+(hash)tag</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a hashtag 
used to criticize something, especially one that was intended for promotional use but repurposed by 
users to criticize that which it was intended to promote, or make the opposite 
point</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">the use of a corporation's Twitter hashtag to 
bash the company's products.</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1031" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">brelfie</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">breastfeeding + 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">using one's Internet access at work for 
personal use while pretending to do legitimate work</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1033" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">dark social</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">social media shares that do not contain any digital referral information about 
the source</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1034" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">datasexual</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">v</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person, obsessively recording everything 
about their personal lives, and they think that data is sexy</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1035" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">deathtweet</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">excessive 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 
trail</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">the idea that what we post on the Internet 
marks us eternally, like an ink tattoo</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1038" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">digital 
hangover</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">feelings of 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">an electronic communications network in Europe used by organized crime 
gangs to plan criminal activities </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1041" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">data 
footprint</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">exchange of 
data and shared content on social media for a limited period of time</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1043" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">social media ecosystem </headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">social media infrastructure and 
stakeholders</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1044" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">social media 
landscape</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the structure of particular 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">sharing of experiences or thoughts via 
digital media or social media platforms</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1046" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">Facebook 
facelift</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">when a 
person undergoes an online makeover by deleting their most active social-networking account only 
to immediately create a new one with improvements/changes. </definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1047" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">hashtag-friendly</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a type of metadata tag used on social networks </definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1048" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">hashtagification</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">replacement of a frequently repeating word 
combinations with hashtags</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1049" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">diss 
tweet</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a tweet (microblog entry) 
to dissmiss or ridicule a person or an idea</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1050" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">GAFA</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Google, Amazon, Facebook, 
Apple</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">the largest and most dominant companies in 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFFILIATION| " 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM|">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">object or outfit, or activity, or scenerey fit to 
be photographed and shared on Instagram</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1052" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">iceberg 
tweet</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a comment atop a 
grouping of tweets;</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">an essay composed of 
subsequent tweets</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1053" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">JOMO</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Joy of Missing Out</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: ANTHROPOMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Fear of Missing Out</definition><definition 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the practice of using a social networking 
service to send short messages to people about your thoughts or interesting things you have read or 
seen on the Internet</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1056" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">mindcaster 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a person 
using a social networking service to send short messages to people about your thoughts or 
interesting things you have read or seen on the Internet</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1057" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">egocasting</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">reading, watching, and listening only to 
media that reflect one's own tastes or opinions.</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1058" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">narrowcasting</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">reading, watching, and listening only to 
media that reflect one's own tastes or opinions.</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1059" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">godcasting</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">using a portable camera to broadcast one's 
activities over the Internet 24 hours a day</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1061" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">slivercasting</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">delivering video programming aimed at an 
extremely small audience</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1062" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">vodcasting</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a wedding 
ceremony broadcast via streaming video over the World Wide Web</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1064" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">blog</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">(We)b + log</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a personal 
online journal</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1065" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">vlog</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">v(ideo) + log</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a personal 
online journal featuring videos</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1066" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">surfcasting</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">using weather reports, maritime charts, 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">audio + (We)b + log</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a blog 
that contains mostly music or other audio content</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1068" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">celeblog</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
SUBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">celebrity + (We)b + log</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a 
blog written by a celebrity; </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a blog devoted to a 
particular celebrity or to celebrity news and gossip</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1069" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">blogebrity</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">(We)b + log + celebrity 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">fake + (We)b + log</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a blog 
that appears to be written by an individual, but is actually maintained by a corporate marketing 
department or a public relations firm</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1071" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">splog</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB 
OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">spam + (We)b + log</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a fake 
blog containing links to sites affiliated with the blogger with the intent of boosting the search engine 
rankings and ad impressions for those sites</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1072" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">freeway 
blog</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a display of a homemade banner, particularly one with a political message, 
from a freeway overpass or similar location</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1073" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">nanopublishing</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">adj</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an online publishing model that uses a scaled-




xml:space="preserve">adj</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the ability to read and write using multiple 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the tendency 




xml:space="preserve">adj</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Twitter + (meet)up</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a real world meeting between two or more people who know each other 
through the online Twitter service</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1077" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">social 
notworking</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">surfing a 
social networking site instead of working</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1078" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">social network 
fatigue</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">mental 
exhaustion and stress caused by creating and maintaining an excessive number of accounts on social 
networking sites</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1079" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">e-mail 
fatigue</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">mental 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">tools used to assess the impact of scholarly 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a book 
consisting of or based on entries posted to a blog</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1082" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">podcasting</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">publishing audio feeds that people can 
subscribe to and have transferred to an iPod or other digital audio player</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1083" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">podcatching</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">checking for and downloading any new 
programs that appear on a podcasting feed</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1084" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">mouse 
wrist</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">pain in the 
wrist caused by excessive or improper use of a computer mouse</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1085" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">Wii elbow</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">elbow pain or numbness caused by 
excessive use of the Wii gaming console's remote control</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1086" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">phone neck</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">neck pain caused by holding a telephone 
between one's shoulder and ear for extended periods</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1087" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">text message injury</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a form of repetitive stress injury caused by 
excessive use of the thumb to type text messages into a mobile phone</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1088" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">advergame</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">advertisement + 
game</definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a Web-based computer game that 
incorporates advertising messages and images</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1089" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">dot-com 
deathwatch</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a vigil kept over 
a dying Internet company</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1090" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">e-
tail</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">electronic + 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">television + 
commerce </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">the convergence of e-commerce 
technologies and interactive television </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1092" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">v-
commerse</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">voice + 
commerce </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">automated transactions conducted via 
computer or telephone using voice commands </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1093" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">e-
signature</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an encryption 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a counselor 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">an education reform movement that eschews 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">bit + sitcom</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a short, sitcom-style video available over the 
Internet</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1097" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">black hole 
resort</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a resort that blocks all 
incoming and outgoing Internet signals</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1098" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">clickprint</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">digital trail</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a pattern of web surfing behavior that uniquely identifies the person doing 
the surfing</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1099" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">data heaven 
</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
TECHNOGENESIS| ">|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a locus outside the digital network, where information and data are safe (for 
non-electronic media), </definition><definition xml:space="preserve">a locus (web site), where 
data is protected from interference </definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1100" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword xml:space="preserve">cobweb 
page</headword><partOfSpeech xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense 
xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|CB OBJECT| ">|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">a Web page that hasn't 
been updated in a long time</definition></entry><entry lxnm:entryID="1101" 
xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">collabulary</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">Internet lingo</definition><definition 
xml:space="preserve">a common vocabulary with which Web users categorize the data they find 




xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the process of opening online content to allow 
for collaboration from users; to turn an online site into a wiki</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1103" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">information pollution</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
SUBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the contamination of a culture or of a 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">searching for 




xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" 
hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: 
CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the visual and 
linguistic cues that enable a searcher to determine whether a source, particularly a Web site, has the 
information they seek, as well as to navigate to the desired data</definition></entry><entry 
lxnm:entryID="1106" xmlns:lxnm="http://www.lexonomy.eu/"><headword 
xml:space="preserve">information triage</headword><partOfSpeech 
xml:space="preserve">n</partOfSpeech><sense xml:space="preserve" taxon="|SUBSTANT 
TYPE: COMPUTER BEING|" hyperelement="|SUBSTANT AFILIATION|" 
hypoelement="|SUBSTANT QUALITY: CYBERMORPHISM| ">|CB 
OBJECT|</sense><definition xml:space="preserve">the process of gathering, sorting, and 
prioritizing information to identify what is relevant or important and to discard everything 
else</definition></entry>long datan|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a massive data set 
that extends back in time hundreds or thousands of yearsdata hygenen|CB OBJECT|principles and 
practices that serve to maintain accuracy in computer datapodslurpingn|CB OBJECT|theft of 
corporate data by installing special software on an iPod or similar device and then connecting that 
device to a computer or networkiCrimen|CB OBJECT|the theft of a personal media device, 
particularly an iPod or iPhonephysiblen|CB OBJECT|physical + feasiblea digital file containing 
instructions that enable a 3D printer to create a physical objectdigital dualismn|SUBSTANT 
QUALITY: TECHNOGENESIS|the belief that online and offline are largely distinct and 
independent realitiesnetcon|CB OBJECT|(Inter)net + co(mpany)an Internet-based 
companywampumn|CB OBJECT|high-priced shares of an Internet company, which can be used as a 
form of currency to acquire other businessessocially producedn|CB OBJECT|created in 
collaboration with other people, particularly by using a Web site designed for such a 
purposeSoLoMon|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|social + location (or local) + 
mobilemobile phone apps that combine social networking and location datanomophobian|CB 
SUBJECT|no + mobile + -phobiathe fear of being without your mobile phone or without a cellular 
signal. Also: nomo-phobia unsourcingn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|transferring 
company functions from paid employees to unpaid volunteers, particularly customers on social 
networksfriendsourcingn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|gathering information, 
recommendations, and other feedback from a trusted group of online peerspancake personn|CB 
SUBJECT|Internet user who reads widely, but without depth0dayadj|CB OBJECT|zero dayrelating 
to a computer security vulnerability that is exploited before the vulnerability is known to security 
expertszero outv|CB OBJECT|to end a voice mail message by pressing 
0breadcrumbingn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a navigation feature that displays a list 
of places a person has visited or the route a person has taken.9999 bug n|CB 
SIMULACRUM|perceived computer systems failure past the years ending in 99 numerals 
CAPTCHAadj|CB OBJECT|Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and 
Humans Aparta computer-generated test that humans can pass but computer programs cannotlating 
to a computer security vulnerability that is exploited before the vulnerability is known to security 
expertsrescalper-botadj|CB OBJECT|a software program designed to purchase online a large 
number of tickets for a concert, show, or other event, enabling the person running the software to 
sell the tickets for a profitbot herdern|CB SUBJECT|a hacker who controls a large number of 
compromised computers for malicious purposesbot herdn|CB OBJECT|a large number of 
compromised computers for malicious purposeshoneynetadj|CB OBJECT|a network set up to attract 
computer crackers so their actions can be observedzombie computeradj|CB OBJECT|a computer 
containing a hidden software program that enables the machine to be controlled remotely, usually to 
perform an attack on another computerdoorknob rattlingadj|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|probing a computer that is connected to the Internet to see if it has any vulnerabilities 
that can be exploitedDDo$adj|CB OBJECT|a scheme where a fine or fee is paid using a massive 
number of small electronic payments, particularly when each payment generates a transaction cost 
greater than the payment itself/. effectadj|CB OBJECT|a sharp and often overwhelming increase in a 
Web site's traffic, particularly after the site is featured on Slashdot.orgNetlagadj|CB OBJECT|what 
the Internet is said to be suffering from on the days when response times and download times are 
slower than usualransomware n|CB OBJECT|malicious software that encrypts a person's computer 
files and demands a ransom to decrypt the filesFriends and Family virus n|CB SIMULACRUM|a 
computer virus that infects a machine and then replicates by e-mailing copies of itself to people in 
the user's address book crowd miningn|CB OBJECT|extracting useful knowledge from large 
databases of social informationaudio miningn|CB OBJECT|extracting and indexing the words in an 
audio file and then using that index to search the file for specific words or phrasesparasitic 
computing n|CB OBJECT|using a series of remote computers to surreptitiously perform calculations 
that are part of a larger computational problemphising n|CB OBJECT|creating a replica of an 
existing Web page to fool a user into submitting personal, financial, or password datausing a series 
of remote computers to surreptitiously perform calculations that are part of a larger computational 
problemvising n|CB OBJECT|attempting to fool a person into submitting personal, financial, or 
password data either by sending an email message that includes a scammer-controlled phone 
number, or by spoofing an automated phone call from a financial institution using the voice-over-IP 
systempuddle phising n|CB OBJECT|phishing that is targeted at a small companyphone phising 
n|CB OBJECT|using a phone call to obtain a person's personal, financial, or password dataspear-
phising n|CB OBJECT|phishing targeted at a specific person, usually by sending an e-mail message 
crafted to appear as though it was sent by someone known to the recipientNapster bombn|CB 
OBJECT|a music file that has the name of a copyrighted song, but that actually contains some other 
song or a sequence of noises.bitleggingn|CB OBJECT|bit + bootleggingillegal copying of software 
and digital musicshoulder surfingn|CB OBJECT|bit + bootleggingstealing a computer password or 
access code by peeking over a person's shoulder while they type in the characterspassthoughtn|CB 
OBJECT|password + thoughta thought pattern that uniquely identifies a user, giving that person 
access to a computer systemneurosecurityn|CB OBJECT|security practices and protocols related to 
neural interfaces that enable a person to control computers and other machines using 
thoughtssearch-jackv|CB OBJECT|search+(high)jack = to include in a Web page popular, but 
superfluous, search terms in order to appear in the results when people search for those 
termsGooglejuicen|CB OBJECT|presumed quality inherent in a Web site that enables it to appear at 
or near the top of search engine results, particularly those of the Google search 
enginegoogleabilityn|CB OBJECT|the ease with which information about a person can be found on 
an Internet search engine, particularly Googleungoogleableadj|CB OBJECT|a person for whom no 
information appears in an Internet search engine, particularly GoogleGooglegangern|CB 
SUBJECT|Google + (doppel)gängera person who has the same name as you, and whose online 
references are mixed in with yours when you run a Google search on your nameGoogle 
bombingn|CB OBJECT|setting up a large number of Web pages with links that point to a specific 
Web site so that the site will appear near the top of a Google search when users enter the link 
textfridge Googlingn|CB OBJECT|running an Internet search based on some or all of the contents of 
one's fridge, looking for a recipe based on those contentscyberchondriacn|CB SUBJECT|a person 
who imagines they have a particular disease because their symptoms match those listed on an 
Internet health siteWi-Fi squattern|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a person who lingers 
in a public location to use its Wi-Fi internet connection, or who uses such a connection without 
authorizationlaptop zombien|CB SUBJECT|a person who is oblivious to everyone and everything 
except the screen in front of themiPod oblivionn|CB SUBJECT|obliviousness to one's surroundings 
caused by listening to an iPod or similar deviceApple pickingn|CB OBJECT|snatching a person's 
iPhone, iPad, or iPodcompunicationn|CB OBJECT|any form of computer-based 
communicationdevice-agnosticn|CB OBJECT|of, or relating to, a software program or other system 
that is not dedicated to a single hardware platform, but instead is flexible enough to work with any 
devicecyberflaneurn|CB SUBJECT|a person who surfs the web with no purpose beyond curiosity 
and inquisitiveness.typosquattingn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|registering one or 
more Internet domain names based on the most common typographical errors that a user might 
commit when entering a company's registered trademark namedomainern|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a person who makes a living from domain name speculation or by 
purchasing popular domain names and filling the sites with advertisingwar textingn|CB 
OBJECT|using text messages to break into a remote system such as an automobile or a GPS tracking 
devicedataveillancen|CB OBJECT|data + surveillancethe ability to monitor a person's activities by 
studying the data trail created by actions such as credit card purchases, cell phone calls, and Internet 
usepaperless trailn|CB OBJECT|digital traila sequence of electronic files or transactions that 
document the actions of a person or organizationnooksurferv|CB SUBJECT|a person who frequents 
only a limited number of Internet sitessousveillancen|CB OBJECT|sous (under) + surveillancea 
form of countersurveillance in which people watch and record the activities of monitoring devices 
and other surveillance-related equipment and personneldirt roadn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|a frustratingly slow Web connectionearballsn|CB SUBJECT|the number of people 
listening to a radio station or concert, or visiting an online music siteeyeballsn|CB SUBJECT|the 
number of people attenting an online concert, or visiting an online music siteemotagn|CB 
OBJECT|mock HTML tags used in writing to indicate emotional statese-fencen|CB OBJECT|to sell 
stolen goods on the Internet, particularly using an online auction site such as eBaydoorway 
scamn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a scam in which a Web page is a set up with 
content that places the page high on a search engine's results, but that when visited will redirect the 
user to a different, usually pornographic, sitemouse trappingn|CB SIMULACRUM|a technique that 
forces a user to remain on a particular (and usually pornographic) Web pageWebjack v|CB 
OBJECT|(web)page+(high)jack = to steal or withhold data from a web-pagefleshmeetn|CB 
SUBJECT|a meeting in the flesh, especially one composed of people who usually or only converse 
onlineface timen|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|time spent interacting with someone in 
person, rather than via email or some other electronic linkface mailn|CB SUBJECT|a message 
delivered through a face-to-face conversationwet signaturen|CB OBJECT|an original signature 
written on a piece of paper, as opposed to a scanned copy or to an agreement offered verbally or 
electronicallyBeowulf clustern|CB OBJECT|an inexpensive supercomputer-like system created from 
a collection of two or more desktop PCs connected by a high-speed 
networkcollaboratoryn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|collabo(ration) + (labo)ratorya 
collection of geographically distributed laboratories that are linked electronically for collaborative 
projectsfiberhoodn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a neighborhood that has Internet 
access via fiber-optic cabletechnoburbn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|technologigal + 
suburb = an exurb with decentralized, city-quality infrastructure, industries, and services; an exurb 
that contains a disproportionate number of technology-based businessesideopolisn|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a postindustrial metropolitan area dominated by knowledge-based 
industries and institutions, such as universities and research hospitalsfutureproofadj|SUBSTANT 
DURATION: TIME/SPACE|traits or features that allegedly enable technology to avoid becoming 
obsoleteposthumann|CB SUBJECT| |SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a species that will 
allegedly evolve from human beings by manipulating their genetic makeup and augmenting their 
bodies with robotics and other technology; the future era of this speciesuncanny valleyn|CB 
SUBJECT| feelings of unease, fear, or revulsion created by a robot or robotic device that appears to 
be, but is not quite, human-likenukebotadj|CB OBJECT|a robot designed to operate in high-radiation 
areasfyborgn|CB SUBJECT| functional cyborgan organism that has become a kind of cyborg by 
extending its senses and abilities using technologysyn. posthumangeekeratyn|CB 
SUBJECT|geek+literatydigital technologies professionalsyn. digiratyantiruben|CB SUBJECT|a 
sophisticated computer user, particularly a user willing to be among the first to adopt a new 
technologygeek gapn|CB SUBJECT|the disparity between executives who approve or oversee 
technological projects that they don't understand and the information technology workers who 
implement and maintain those projectsgeekstan|CB OBJECT|geek + gansta (rap)a form of rap music 
with lyrics relating to computers, technology, and engineeringnerddomn|CB SUBJECT|digital 
technologies professionals as groupmillionerdn|CB SUBJECT|millionaire + nerda wealthy person 
who made their money in computer software or some other high-tech industry yettien|CB 
SUBJECT|Young Entrepreneurial Tech-based Twenty-somethinga young person who owns or runs 
a technology companyentreprenerdn|CB SUBJECT|a person with programming, engineering, or 
other technical skills who builds an online business around a product created with those skillsget-
rich-clickadj|CB SUBJECT|relating to people who want to get rich either through online investing or 
by creating an Internet-related businesscompciergen|CB SUBJECT|computer + conciergea hotel 
employee who assists guests with computer-related tasks and problemsinfo slaven|CB SUBJECT|a 
person in company's computer department that supports one or more other departments by keeping 
their software runningtechnology butlern|CB SUBJECT|a hotel employee who assists guests with 
computer-related tasks and problemssyn. compciergebutler lien|CB OBJECT|a lie used to politely 
avoid or end an email, instant messaging, or telephone conversationIT ragen|CB SUBJECT|extreme 
anger directed at computers and technology, particularly as a result of frustrations caused by a 
company's information technology policies or staffWeb ragen|CB SUBJECT|extreme anger caused 
by World Wide Web frustrations such slow downloads, nonexistent links, and information that is 
difficult to findcalm technologyn|CB OBJECT|technology that remains in the background until 
needed and thus enables a person to interact with it in a calm, engaged manner 
technostalgian|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|nostalgia for older forms of technology 
that are perceived as simpler to use or as having better quality than current technologyNOISEn|CB 
OBJECT|Netscape, Oracle, IBM, Sun, and Everyone else. the adversaries and rivals of 
Microsoftsneakernetn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|transfer of files from one computer to 
another a removable medium innernetn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|wearable or ingested 
computer technology that monitors internal body functionsswivel chair networkn|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: SPACE|a computer network that can only be monitored and configured by using 
multiple terminals or workstationspersonal area networkn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|a 
device that enables people to exchange data via a handshakemobile area networkn|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: SPACE|a next-generation car with an electronics system that includes amenities such 
as Global Positioning Satellite receivers as well as sensors to monitor lights, engine, climate control, 
road conditionssmart cartelematicsn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|long-distance 
communication of computer datageofence n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a virtual 
boundary on a geographic regionPowerPointlessnessn|CB OBJECT|in a PowerPoint presentation, 
any fancy transitions, sounds, and other effects that have no discernible purpose, use, or 
benefitstupidn|CB SUBJECT|a derogatory term used by programmers to refer to the non-
programmers they deal with Hanlon's Razorn|CB SUBJECT|a principle, used most often in 
computing circles, that says "Never attribute to malice that which can be adequately explained by 
stupidity"Cf. Occam's Razorforklift upgraden|CB OBJECT|an upgrade to a computer network or 
other electronic system that requires a massive hardware investmentdata furnacen|CB OBJECT|a 
computer installed in a home or office to be used as both a server and the building's primary heat 
sourceecyclingn|CB OBJECT|electronic + (re)cyclinga process of recycling the components or 
metals contained in used or discarded electronic equipmentphabletn|CB OBJECT|phone + tableta 
device that combines the features of a smartphone and a tablet computerdigitalian|CB 
OBJECT|computer hardware and software and other organs of digital technology, taken as a 
wholeelectronic nose n|CB SIMULACRUM|a device containing electronic sensors that can detect 
chemicals associated with particular smellssmartifactn|CB OBJECT|smart + artifacta device 
sufficiently sophisticated that it can be considered "intelligent" and "aware" of its surroundingsSwiss 
Army phonen|CB OBJECT|Swiss Army (knife) + phonea cell phone that includes multiple non-
voice features such as a digital camera, digital audio player, and electronic organizerthird 
screenn|CB OBJECT|a video screen, particuarly the screen on a cell phone, that a person uses almost 
as often as their television and computer screenssecond screeningn|CB OBJECT|using a mobile 
device to monitor and post social media comments about what you are watching on TV or at the 
moviestweet seatn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a section in a theater set aside for 
people who want to tweet during a performancetwimmolation n|CB SUBJECT|Twitter + 
immolationdestruction of a person's career or reputation caused by lewd or insensitive Twitter 
postsyeardiscn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a high-school yearbook on CD-ROM or 
other memory deviceSkype sleepv|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|to create a Skype 
connection with a faraway partner and then fall asleep togetherswipe in / swipe outv|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|to enter and leave a secure location by sliding an identification card 
through an electronic card readerpassfacen|CB SUBJECT|a picture of a human face that is used 
instead of a password as part of a security systemleeigenfacen|CB SUBJECT|eigen (Ger. own) + 
facea related set of facial characteristics that a computer uses to recognize a person's 
facefacebasen|CB SUBJECT|a database of faces used in the computer-based recognition and 
identification of a facefacial technologyn|CB OBJECT|technology required to identify and track a 
person using face recognition techniquestechnorealistn|CB SUBJECT|person who has a balanced 
and realistic view of technologytechnosexualv|CB SUBJECT|a person with a strong aesthetic sense 
and a love of technologyAI-pocalypsen|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|artificial 
intelligence + apocalypsea disaster caused by an advanced artificial intelligencecleantechn|CB 
OBJECT|technology that is itself environmentally friendly or that helps reduce environmental 
problems; the business sector that produces such technologychip graffitin|CB OBJECT|artwork, 
initials, or some other non-functional design etched into the upper metallic layers of a silicon 
chiphand salsan|CB SIMULACRUM|the grimy substance that accumulates on a mouse or other 
input device after extended use keyboard plaque n|CB SIMULACRUM|the dirt, dust, and other 
grime that accumulates on computer keyboards QWERTY tummy n|CB SIMULACRUM|stomach 
illness caused by typing on a germ-ridden keyboard. Also al deskon|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|being at one's desk top computermarketecturen|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|new computer architecture that is being marketed aggressively despite the fact that it 
doesn't yet exist as a finished productslideware n|CB OBJECT|much-hyped software product that 
currently exists only as a series of slides in a sales or marketing presentationbeerware n|CB 
OBJECT|software in which the purchase "price" is to buy the developer a beer, drink a beer in the 
developer's name, or send the developer a case of beerherdware n|CB OBJECT|computer software 
that tracks cattle herdsretroware n|CB OBJECT||SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a 
software program that's two or three versions earlier than the current versionshovelwaren|CB 
OBJECT||SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|content from an existing medium (such as a 
newspaper or book) that has been dumped wholesale into another medium (memory device or the 
Web)coasterwaren|CB OBJECT||SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|software so bad or 
useless that it never gets installedE.T.n|CB OBJECT||SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|software program that "phones home" by surreptitiously sending data to an online 
destinationWeb bugn|CB SIMULACRUM|small, invisible image embedded into an HTML-
formatted email message or a Web site and used to track the activity of users who read the message 
or visit the siteheisenbug n|CB SIMULACRUM|Werner Heisenberg + buga software bug that seems 
to disappear or alter its behavior when one attempts to study itbohrbug n|CB SIMULACRUM|Niels 
Bohr + buga software bug that does not change its behavior and is relatively easily 
detectedmandelbug n|CB SIMULACRUM|Benoît Mandelbrot + buga software bug whose causes 
are so complex it defies repair, or makes its behavior appear chaotic or even non-
deterministicschrödinbug n|CB SIMULACRUM| Erwin Schrödinger + buga software bug that 
manifests itself in running software after a programmer notices that the code should never have 
worked in the first placehindenbug n|CB SIMULACRUM|Hindenburg (disaster) + buga software 
bug with catastrophic behaviorhiggs-bugsonn|CB SIMULACRUM|Higgs boson + buga software 
bug that is predicted to exist based upon other observed conditions but is difficult, if not impossible, 
to artificially reproduce in a development or test environmentJinx Debuggeradj|CB OBJECT|a tool 
that automatically explores executions likely to expose Heisenbugscargo cult programmingn|CB 
OBJECT|a style of computer programming characterized by the ritual inclusion of code or program 
structures that serve no real purposecopy-and-paste programmingn|CB OBJECT| production of 
highly repetitive computer programming code@-partyn|CB SUBJECT|a semi-closed party thrown 
for hackers at a science-fiction convention404-complaintn|CB SUBJECT|the status of a website 
which has been completely removed, usually by the administrators of the hosting site as a result of 
net abuse by the website operatorsaliasing bugn|CB SIMULACRUM|a class of subtle programming 
errors that can arise in code that does dynamic allocationasbestosadj|CB SUBJECT|a modifier to 
anything intended to protect one from flamesasbestos longjohnsn|CB SUBJECT|notional garments 
donned by Usenet posters just before emitting a remark they expect will elicit flamageasbestos 
underwearn|CB SUBJECT|notional garments donned by Usenet posters just before emitting a 
remark they expect will elicit flamageasbestos overcoatn|CB SUBJECT|notional garments donned 
by Usenet posters just before emitting a remark they expect will elicit flamageangry fruit saladn|CB 
OBJECT|a bad visual-interface design that uses too many colorsannoybotn|CB OBJECT|a bot 
within an IRC channel that sends annoying messages to online participantsannoywaren|CB 
OBJECT|a type of shareware that frequently disrupts normal program operation to display requests 
for payment to the author in return for the ability to disable the request messagesatomicadj|CB 
OBJECT|guaranteed to complete successfully or not at all, usu. refers to database transactions. If an 
error prevents a partially-performed transaction from proceeding to completion, it must be “backed 
out”, as the database must not be left in an inconsistent stateB1FFn|CB SUBJECT|a novice digital 
technologies professionalbackward compatibilityn|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|the 
property of hardware or software revisions in which previous protocols, formats, layouts, etc. are 
irrevocably discarded in favor of ‘new and improved’ protocols, formats, and layouts, leaving the 
previous ones not merely deprecated but actively defeatedbare metaln|CB OBJECT|new computer 
hardware without an operating systembaroqueadj|CB OBJECT|feature-encrusted; complex; gaudy; 
verging on excessive. Said of hardware or (esp.) software designsbells and whistlesn|CB 
OBJECT|features added to a program or system to make it more flavorful from a hacker's point of 
viewbells and whistles and gongsn|CB OBJECT|more features added to a program or system to 
make it more flavorful from a hacker's point of viewbigotn|CB SUBJECT|a person who is 
religiously attached to a particular computer, language, operating system, editor, or other toolbinary 
fourn|CB SIMULACRUM| a fingurebit bangn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a 
transmission of data on a serial line, when accomplished by rapidly tweaking a single output bit, in 
software, at the appropriate timesbit decayn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|hypothetical 
disease the existence of which has been deduced from the observation that unused programs or 
features will often stop working after sufficient time has passedbit rotn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|hypothetical disease the existence of which has been deduced from the observation 
that unused programs or features will often stop working after sufficient time has passedbit 
twiddlingn|CB OBJECT|aimless small modification to a programbloatwaren|CB OBJECT|software 
that provides minimal functionality while requiring a disproportionate amount of diskspace and 
memorycobweb siten|SUBSTANT DURATION: TIME/SPACE|a World Wide Web Site that hasn't 
been updated so long it has figuratively grown cobwebs. smart learningn|CB OBJECT|context-
aware ubiquitous learning. Contexts include the interactions between learners and environments. 
Smart learning environments can be deemed technology-supported learning environments that 
implement adaptations and provide appropriate support in the right places and at the right time on 
the basis of individual learners’ needs. citizen terminaln|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: SPACE|an 
individual who uses wearable technology that is always connected to a networkcloud 
collaborationn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a way of sharing and co-authoring 
computer files through the use of cloud computing, whereby documents are uploaded to a central 
"cloud" for storage,where they can then be accessed by othersdocument-centric collaboration 
n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|working together on projects online, putting the 
document and its contents at the centre of the processvirtual collaboration n|SUBSTANT 
FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|ability to work productively, drive engagement, and demonstrate 
presence as a member of a virtual teame-assessmentn|CB OBJECT|the use of information 
technology in various forms of assessment such as educational assessment, health assessment, 
psychiatric assessment, and psychological assessment. This may utilize an online computer 
connected to a networkonline assessmentn|CB OBJECT|the use of information technology in 
various forms of assessment such as educational assessment, health assessment, psychiatric 
assessment, and psychological assessment. This may utilize an online computer connected to a 
networkdigital literacyn|CB SUBJECT|a set of competencies required for full participation in a 
knowledge society. It includes knowledge, skills, and behaviors involving the effective use of digital 
devices for purposes of communication, expression, collaboration and advocacynew media 
literacyn|CB SUBJECT|a set of competencies required for full participation in a knowledge society. 
It includes knowledge, skills, and behaviors involving the effective use of digital devices for 
purposes of communication, expression, collaboration and advocacydigital storytellingn|CB 
SUBJECT|a short form of digital media production that allows everyday people to share aspects of 
their storydigital immigrantn|CB SUBJECT|a person who has become used to using information 
technology as a young adulte-xcellence framework n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|an 
instrument for benchmarking the quality of online, open and flexible education at programme, 
faculty and institutional levelsgamification n|CB OBJECT|application of game-design elements and 
game principles in non-game contextshuman–computer interaction n|CB SUBJECT| design and use 
of computer technology, focused on the interfaces between people (users) and computersLMS 
(learning management system) n|CB OBJECT|a software application for the administration, 
documentation, tracking, reporting and delivery of educational courses or training programsITS 
(Intelligent Tutoring System) n|CB OBJECT|a computer system that aims to provide immediate and 
customized instruction or feedback to learners, usually without requiring intervention from a human 
teacherMOOC (massive open online course) n|CB OBJECT|an online course aimed at unlimited 
participation and open access via the webmultimedia learningn|CB OBJECT|online 
educationcognitive science principles of effective multimedia learning using electronic educational 
technologynetworked learningn|CB OBJECT|online educationa process of developing and 
maintaining connections with people and information, and communicating in such a way so as to 
support one another's learningonline learning community n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|a public or private destination on the Internet that addresses the learning needs of its 
members by facilitating peer-to-peer learningsocial media n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|online sites and technologies that enable people to contribute or share content, 
discuss, rate, or categorize content, or connect or communicate with each othersocial networking 
service n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|social mediaan online platform which people 
use to build social networks or social relations with other people who share similar personal or 
career interests, activities, backgrounds or real-life connectionsVLE (virtual learning environment) 
n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|Web-based platform for the digital aspects of courses of 
study, usually within educational institutionsvirtual university n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|an educational institution that provides higher education programs through electronic 
media, typically the Internetinformation competencen|CB SUBJECT|a set of competencies required 
for full participation in a knowledge society. It includes knowledge, skills, and behaviors involving 
the effective use of digital devices for purposes of communication, expression, collaboration and 
advocacydistance learningn|CB OBJECT|online educationeducation of students who may not always 
be physically present at a schoolservice robot n|CB OBJECT|assists human beings, typically by 
performing a job that is dirty, dull, distant, dangerous or repetitive, including household 
choresdomestic robot n|CB OBJECT|assists human beings, typically by performing a job that is 
dirty, dull, distant, dangerous or repetitive, including household choressocial robot n|CB 
OBJECT|assists human beings, typically by performing a job that is dirty, dull, distant, dangerous or 
repetitive, including household choresvirtual assistantn|CB OBJECT|a software agent that can 
perform tasks or services for an individual based on commands or questionschatbotn|CB OBJECT|a 
software agent that can perform tasks or services for an individual based on commands or 
questionssmart environmentn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|computers and other smart 
devices are linked to everyday settings and taskssmart manufacturingn|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|a production that contains a communication network that connects different 
appliances and allows them to be remotely controlled, monitored and accessedhome robot n|CB 
OBJECT|assists human beings, typically by performing a job that is dirty, dull, distant, dangerous or 
repetitive, including household choressmart objectn|CB OBJECT|an object that enhances the 
interaction with not only people but also with other smart objectstangible user interface (TUI) 
n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a user interface in which a person interacts with digital 
information through the physical environmenttouchless user interface n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|the process of commanding the computer via body motion and gestures without 
touching a keyboard, mouse, or screencomposite user interface n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: 
TIME/SPACE|a user interface that interacts with two or more sensesnatural user interface 
n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a user interface that is effectively invisible, and remains 
invisible as the user continuously learns increasingly complex interactionsorganic user interface 
n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a user interface with a non-flat displayflexible user 
interface n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|a user interface with a flexible displayshaped 
user interface n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|user interface with a static non-flat 
displaykinetic user interface n|SUBSTANT FRACTURE: TIME/SPACE|user interface with a 
programmable shape controlled by a computer algorithmphicon|CB OBJECT|physical icona tangible 
computing equivalent of an icon in a traditional graphical user interface</cyberspeak> 
